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Previous Day's Story: Detectives Recover Star Of India Sapphire In Miami

DETECTIVES recover a star of India sapphire in Miami. The stone was recovered from a man who had been arrested in Miami. The man, identified as John Doe, was arrested for possession of a stolen sapphire. The sapphire was valued at $1 million and was recovered unharmed.

Previous Day's Story: In Brief: Home News

Home News In Brief
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PAKISTAN INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES

GREAT PEOPLE TO FLY WITH

Fly PIA To PAKISTAN

TUESDAYS, THURSDAYS, SATURDAYS

Three times a week, PIA flies you to Pakistan and back home. And other other flights are regularly scheduled by us. There's a lot to see and do in Pakistan and it's the best way to travel. A trip to Pakistan is a must for every traveler. Let's the PIA make your journey easy.

CLASSIFIED ADVT

Tenders Wanted

The "Ad-Gurmat" is now offering a list of tenders. The tenders are open to all registered contractors. For details please contact, Mr. John Doe, 123 Main Street, PIA Headquarters, Kabul.

Former President of the People's Republic of China Dies

Chairman, of the former People's Republic of China, died in Beijing on June 3rd. Chairman was a revered leader during the Chinese Communist era. He was a strong advocate for the People's Republic of China and his death is a great loss to the Chinese people.

Former Prime Minister of the United Kingdom Dies

Former Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, died in London on June 3rd. He was a respected leader during his time in office. He served as Prime Minister for several years and his leadership was admired by many.

Previous Day's Story: News in Brief: At The Cinema

Three British Soldiers

The movie "Three British Soldiers" is now playing in theaters across the country. The film is a biographical drama about three British soldiers during World War II. The movie is directed by Martin Scorsese and stars Leonardo DiCaprio, Tom Hanks, and Brad Pitt.

Previous Day's Story: In Brief: PIA

PIA Cover Story

PIA Cover Story

The "Ad-Gurmat" is now offering a list of tenders. The tenders are open to all registered contractors. For details please contact, Mr. John Doe, 123 Main Street, PIA Headquarters, Kabul.

Previous Day's Story: In Brief: U.S. To Review Its Aid to Indonesia

Mainwadw Found Free Exchange of Ideas As Nation Works Toward Single Goal

Mainwadw, January 30 - A new message of hope and unity was expressed by the people of Indonesia as they work towards achieving a single national goal. The government has been successful in creating a free exchange of ideas among the people, which is essential for unity.

Previous Day's Story: In Brief: China praises Indonesia's Move To Withdraw From UN

China praises Indonesia's Move To Withdraw From UN

China praised Indonesia's decision to withdraw from the United Nations. The government of China has been supportive of Indonesia's decision and has congratulated them for their courage.

Previous Day's Story: In Brief: South Vietnamese Political, Civilian Leaders Sign Pact

South Vietnamese Political, Civilian Leaders Sign Pact

South Vietnamese political and civilian leaders signed a new pact on January 30th. The pact is aimed at achieving peace and stability in the country.

Previous Day's Story: In Brief: Another Indonesian Landing Reported On Malaysian Soil

Another Indonesian Landing Reported On Malaysian Soil

Another Indonesian landing was reported on Malaysian soil on May 30th. The government of Malaysia has condemned the move and has called for strict measures to be taken.

Previous Day's Story: In Brief: U.S. To Review Its Aid to Indonesia

U.S. To Review Its Aid to Indonesia

The United States is considering reducing its aid to Indonesia. The government of Indonesia has been asked to explain its spending in order to ensure that the aid is being used effectively.

Previous Day's Story: In Brief: China praises Indonesia's Move To Withdraw From UN

China praises Indonesia's Move To Withdraw From UN

China praised Indonesia's decision to withdraw from the United Nations. The government of China has been supportive of Indonesia's decision and has congratulated them for their courage.
Peace Means Settling Disputes By New Methods, Not Elimination Of Conflicts

By MAHMOOD

World peace is indispensable to the development of the world community, and the international community is eager to establish a peaceful and prosperous world. The United Nations, as the world's premier international organization, is working tirelessly to promote peace and security. However, the current international situation is complex and challenging, with conflicts and disputes arising from various sources.

Many factors contribute to conflicts and disputes, including historical grievances, territorial disputes, and economic interests. To address these challenges, new methods and approaches are needed. While the elimination of conflicts is desirable, it is not always possible or practical. Instead, it is more effective to settle disputes through peaceful means, such as negotiation, dialogue, and mediation.

The Darfur, Kashmir, and Basra conflicts are examples of conflicts that could be resolved through peaceful means. The Darfur conflict in Sudan is an ongoing conflict between the government and various rebel groups. The government and rebel groups have engaged in peace talks, and a ceasefire agreement was signed in 2006. However, the conflict remains unresolved, and peace talks continue to be held to find a lasting solution.

The Kashmir conflict between India and Pakistan is another example of a conflict that could be resolved through peaceful means. The two countries have signed a number of agreements to reduce tensions and improve relations, including the 1972 Simla Agreement and the 1999 Tashkent Agreement. While progress has been made, the conflict remains unresolved, and efforts to resolve the conflict continue.

The Basra conflict in Iraq is another example of a conflict that could be resolved through peaceful means. The conflict has been ongoing since the 1980-1988 Iran-Iraq War, and while the war officially ended in 1988, the conflict has continued. Efforts to resolve the conflict through peaceful means have been made, including the 1991 Gulf War and the 2003 invasion of Iraq.

In conclusion, while the elimination of conflicts is desirable, it is not always possible or practical. Instead, it is more effective to settle disputes through peaceful means, such as negotiation, dialogue, and mediation. The United Nations and other international organizations continue to work towards a peaceful and prosperous world, and efforts to resolve conflicts through peaceful means remain important.

Population Pressure On Agriculture Faces Asia As Development Decade Progresses

BY INDRA VICTORY

The population explosion in Asia is putting pressure on agriculture and the environment. Asia is the most populous continent, with over 60% of the world's population living there. The growth in population has led to increased demand for food, water, and energy, which has put pressure on the environment.

In addition to population growth, the continent is also facing challenges related to climate change and natural disasters. Extreme weather events, such as floods and droughts, have become more frequent and severe, leading to loss of life and property. Climate change is also affecting the distribution of crops and the availability of water, putting pressure on agriculture.

To address these challenges, Asian countries are implementing policies and initiatives to promote sustainable development. The United Nations' Sustainable Development Goals provide a framework for this, with targets related to poverty reduction, food security, and climate action. However, significant challenges remain, and more needs to be done to ensure that all people have access to food, water, and energy, while also protecting the environment.

Two Volunteers Finishing Terms In Peace Corps Choose To Remain In Afghanistan

Air Services

Important Telephone Numbers

Pharmacies
HOME NEWS IN BRIEF

KABUL, Jan. 19—A group of newly trained cadets was introduced to Dr. Nawro, Governor of Kabul, by Dr. S.M. Shaheed, the Head of the Ministry of Education. The cadets were from various provinces and were trained in various subjects, including education, health, and engineering. They are expected to play a significant role in the development of the country.

Dr. Kashawarz Visits Farms In The North

KABUL, Jan. 19—Dr. Kashawarz, the minister of agriculture, visited several farms in the north of the country. He was accompanied by a team of experts and was expected to inspect the progress made in the cultivation of various crops. The minister also met with local farmers and discussed the measures that need to be taken to ensure a good harvest.

Arab League To Discuss Lebanon's Attitude Toward Diverting Jordan's Waters

Cairo, Jan. 19—Arab League diplomats gathered in Cairo to discuss the issue of Lebanon's attitude toward diverting Jordan's waters. The meeting was aimed at finding a solution to the dispute and ensuring the peaceful coexistence of the countries involved.

Israel Plane Involved In Air Incident Over Gaza, Conflict Unknown

Cairo, Jan. 19—An Israeli plane was involved in an air incident over Gaza, but the details of the conflict remained unknown. The incident raised concerns about the safety of civilians and the possibility of a wider conflict.

The WEATHER

Weatherly, Georgia, Jan. 19—The weather in Georgia was characterized by heavy rainfall and strong winds. The authorities advised residents to take necessary precautions to ensure their safety.
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Premier Inaugurates Housing Plant, Inspects Model For The Future City Of Kabul

Dr. Mohammad Tarjum, the Premier of Afghanistan, inaugurated a housing plant in Kabul. The Premier was accompanied by high-ranking officials and was expected to inspect the construction site and ensure the progress of the project.

Vietnam Military Authorities Free 20 Political Prisoners

Saigon, Jan. 19—The Vietnamese military authorities freed 20 political prisoners in a gesture of goodwill. The prisoners were released under the terms of the Geneva Accords and were expected to play a positive role in the political process.

US Sub Collides With Freighter

Kiev, Jan. 19—The US submarine collided with a freighter in the Black Sea. The authorities are investigating the incident to determine the cause and take necessary actions.